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 Senator Villar joins World Wetlands Day in ERDB

Senator Cynthia A. Villar, who is known as “Mrs. 
Hanepbuhay” served as keynote speaker in the 

celebration of the World Wetlands Day on February 2 
at the ERDB Auditorium. The event was titled “A Forum 
on Wetlands for our Future: Sustainable Livelihoods.” 

In her speech, Senator Villar shared her advocacy, “Do 
not give a man a fish but teach him how to fish.” According 
to the Senator, the projects of the government should 
be sustainable and would support the livelihood of the 
community. This is to assure that the people would be 
encouraged to join government projects especially the 
environment-related ones. 

Senator Villar recognized the importance of wetlands 
in humanity. She shared how the wetlands improved 
the livelihood of people in her projects. She ended her 
speech saying, “Let us make sure that our wetlands 
will never be wastelands!” 

Department of Trade and Industry, Department of 
Tourism- 4A, and other NGOs shared their success 
stories on how wetlands helped them. The event was 
concluded by an open forum, whereas the visitors 
were given a chance to ask questions with regard 
to wetlands. Questions were also raised on the 

Senator Cynthia A. Villar shares the importance of wetlands in her speech at the forum held in the ERDB 
Auditorium and ExeCom members led by Director Henry A. Adornado welcome the Senator as she arrives 
at the ERDB lobby on Feb. 2. (L-R)

ERDB Director Dr. Henry Adornado and Assistant Director 
Dr. Antonio Daño, together with ERDB division chiefs and 
RC heads, spearheaded the ribbon-cutting to officially 
launch the exhibit at the ERDB lobby during the year-end 
employees’ assembly. Photo by JMZuraek

In time for the holiday season, the Ecosystems 
Research and Development Bureau (ERDB) held its 

year-end employees’ assembly on December 18, 2015 
at the ERDB building. All the ERDB division chiefs, 
staff, and personnel as well as representatives from 
ERDB’s six Research Centers (RCs) attended the 
event.

Director Henry Adornado, with the members of ERDB’s 
Executive Committee and RC heads, spearheaded the 
opening of the exhibit at the ERDB lobby to officially 
start the event. The exhibit featured all the ERDB 
divisions and centers, focusing on their roles and 
functions. In his opening message, Dr. Adornado said 

ERDB, RCs hold 2015 year-end employees’ assembly 
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that he hopes that through its activities and programs, 
ERDB would be more recognized as a part of the 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
(DENR). He also commended the Technology Transfer 
Division (TTD), headed by Ms. Veronica Sinohin, for 
the successful launching of the exhibit.

Afterwards, the program continued at the ERDB 
auditorium. All the ERDB employees joined the games 
and other activities. Each division and research center 
also prepared their respective presentations, which 
took the audience back to different decades, from the 
post-war era to the 1990s. 

It was the first year-end employees’ assembly where 
the RCs joined the celebration together with the 
Bureau. With the success of the event, the Bureau 

people’s apprehension on the proposed construction 
of the Calamba-Bay bypass road which will affect the 
nearby communities. There were also attendees who 
commended the event.

Director Adornado expressed his hope that the 
event will help address some issues on the wetlands 
especially in the Laguna de Bay. Different government 
agencies, NGOs and students participated in the event.  
Anne Valerie V. Gillado, TTD

hopes that the activity will serve as one of the avenues 
to strengthen its theme, “Matibay at Masayang 
Pagsasamahan, Tungo sa Maunlad na Kawanihan”. 
Melanie N. Ojeda, TTD

ERDB, RCs hold ... from page 1

Senator Villar joins ... from page 1

ERDB held general assembly and oath taking of the 
newly promoted employees

Director Henry A. Adornado led the 32 newly 
appointed employees who took an oath of office 

which was followed by the general assembly of ERDB 
employees on January 4 at the ERDB Auditorium.

Division Chiefs Dr. Marilyn Q. Landicho, Dr. Carmelita 
I. Villamor, Dr. Simplicia A. Pasicolan, Ms. Florita E. 
Siapno, Ms. Veronica O. Sinohin and Mr. Angelito 

Salary Grade 18-22, workload and replacement of 
the newly promoted employees of National Greening 
Program, renewal of the contracts of project staff, 
project proposal of the newly promoted employees 
and solicitation in attending the seminars and trainings. 
All the queries were addressed by the Director and 
Executive Committee members.  

B. Exconde gave messages for the event. They all 
inspired the ERDB employees especially those who 
were promoted to work hard and aim for excellence in 
2016.

During the general assembly, employees were 
encouraged to ask questions regarding the 
management. Some of the concerns that were raised 
were the announcement of the promotion of the 

In his speech, Director Adornado congratulated the 
32 newly promoted employees. He also thanked the 
ERDB employees for the support he received in his 
first year in the Bureau. “Let us all strive for excellence 
to be the ERDBest!”  Director Adornado said. OIC-
Assistant Director Antonio M. Daño closed the program 
and stated, “Together, let us all face the challenges in 
2016 for us to achieve the ERDB goals.”  -Ann Valerie 
V. Gillado, TTD

Oath taking of the 32 newly promoted ERDB employees and the Executive Committee members led by Director Henry A. 
Adornado addressing the queries of employees (left to right) (Marie Joy L. Zuraek, TTD) 
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The Biodiversity, Coastal, Wetlands and Ecotourism 
Research Center (BCWERC) of the Ecosystems 

Research and Development Bureau – DENR con-
ducted the Year-End Assessment of BCWERC RDE 
Projects and Programs last December 20-23, 2015 at 
the Bohol Plaza Resort and Restaurant, Mayacabag, 
Dauis, Bohol. The event was an offshoot of the BCW-
ERC’s 3rd Quarter Assessment held last October, 26-
29, 2015 in Iloilo City. 

BCWERC OIC-Center Head, Dr. Alicia L. Lustica em-
phasized that assessing the operational systems, re-
viewing existing staffing patterns, and creating specific 
tasks that include administrative and finance functions 
are crucial to fully operationalize a solid set-up at the 
center and institute a coherent regulatory system. Dr. 
Lustica shared some updates, issues, and concerns re-
cently discussed during the 4th Ecosystems Research 
and Development Bureau (ERDB) RDE Management 
Conference held at Tagaytay City last December 15-
16, 2015. She likewise introduced the research bu-
reau’s implementation of the Individual Development 
Plan (IDP), a scheme to identify learning based on the 
competency of each personnel. Measuring employees’ 
competencies through job knowledge tests, interviews, 
cognitive abilities, social skills and so on is very import-
ant to assess if employees are competent enough to 
do certain jobs in the field, Dr. Lustica said. 

The 3-day event aimed to evaluate the BCWERC ac-
complishments based on targets/deliverables of the 
programs and projects implemented for the year. The 
conference participated in by all BCWERC researchers 
and staff from Regions 6, 7, and 8, culminated with the 
formulation of plans and programs and direction setting 
for 2016 RDE projects. Ann F. Jumawan, BCWERC 

BCWERC conducts 2015 
Year-End Assessment 
of RDE Projects and 
Programs

Participants of the BCWERC’s Year-End Assessment of 
BCWERC RDE Projects and Programs last December 20-23, 
2015 at the Bohol Plaza Resort and Restaurant, Mayacabag, 
Dauis, Bohol.

The newly renovated research station building of 
the Watershed and Water Resources Research 

Center’s (WWRRC) research station in Region 2, 
the Cagayan Valley Ecosystems Research Station 
(WWRRC-CVERS) at Lower Magat, Diadi, Nueva 
Vizcaya was inaugurated on December 22, 2015. 

The program of the inauguration started with the 
opening remarks from Center Director, Dr. Carlos 
S. Arida, Sr. and was immediately followed by the 
welcome remarks from CVERS Station Head, Mr. 
Noel S. Soriano. Former Regional Technical Directors 
(RTDs) and the foundation of Research, For. Henry 
Patricio, For. Wilfredo Malvar, and Ms. Lilia dL. Abel 
shared their memorable experiences and stories during 
their stay in the said research station.

For. Malvar who started as a Science Research Aide 
is now the Assistant Regional Director for Technical 
Services in DENR-Region 2. For. Malvar’s story is almost 
similar with the story of For. Patricio who also started 
as a Science Research Aide until he was promoted 
as Division Chief, an RTD for Research and finally as 
Provincial Environment and Natural Resources Officer 
(PENRO). For. Patricio chose to retire early but just like 
For. Malvar and Ms. Abel, he still actively contributes to 
the improvement of Research. Ms. Abel is the current 
Division Chief of the Administrative Office of DENR-
Region 2. 

The newly renovated station has now a fully-furnished 
building which can cater to the CVERS researchers and 
other personnel’s needs for a more conducive working 
environment. For. Patricio joked how the CVERS 
building was turned from being a “haunted house” into 
a brand-new building. He added that the station was 
revived again and said that this was because of the good 
management of the Center Director, Dr. Arida. CELYO 
Kooperatiba ng Pangmaramihang Serbisyo, partner-
bond of WWRRC in Region 2, which was originally 
handled by Ms. Abel, was invited in the inauguration. 

WWRRC inaugurates its 
CVERS Building

Blessing  of the CVERS of the clonal facility by Rev. Fr. 
Elmer Saludares.

next page
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The cooperative was also given recognition and a 
plaque of appreciation by the WWRRC for garnering 
first place in the national competition for poster and 
paper presentation during the Symposium on the 
Transfer and Adoption of ENR Technologies at ERDB, 
Los Baños on November 5, 2015. This brought honor 
and pride to the Center, as CELYO was recognized as 
the best technology adopter among all partner-bond 
projects of ERDB. 

Dr. Arida posed a challenge to CVERS staff and 
personnel that this inauguration should result to a 
better output which can make Research known again 
in terms of technologies generated. He added that this 
can be realized if all would support CVERS Station 
Head, Noel Soriano. WWRRC

WWRRC inaugurates... from page 3

CELYO- Partner bond of WWRRC, Celyo was given a 
plaque of appreciation from the Center. People (left to 
right): Former RTD Lilia Abel, CVERS Station Head Noel 
Soriano, WWRRC-TTES Section Chief Minda Odsey, Celyo 
presenter and representative Rexinald and Paul Wong, 
Former RTDs For. Wilfredo Malvar and For. Henry Patricio, 
Center Assistant Head Helen Maddumba, Center Director 
Dr. Carlos Arida, Sr. 

Considering the goal, vision and mission of the 
Ecosystems Research and Development Bureau 

(ERDB) to 
deliver scientific-
based ENR 
techno log ies , 
the 4th 
M a n a g e m e n t 
C o n f e r e n c e 
was conducted 
on December 
14-17, 2015 in 
View Park Hotel, 
Tagaytay City.  
This conference 
aimed to provide 
updates on 
various matters 
in order to 
carry out its 
m a n a g e m e n t 
f u n c t i o n s 
effectively and 
efficiently under 
the rationalized structure.  

Among the topics discussed were:  Action taken on the 
agenda and other issues/concerns in the 3rd Research 
Management Conference; (2) Updates on the OPCR 
2015 and Workshop Mechanics for the Formulation of 
OPCR CY 2016; (3) Accomplishment Report on the CY 
2015 Deliverables for Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao; (4) 
Technology Transfer Extension Targets and Deliverable 
for CY 2016; (5) Status of the NGP-PQPM; (5) Status 

of Mangrove and Beach Forest Development Program 
on the Monitoring and Evaluation and Sustainability 
Mechanisms; (6) Presentation of the ENR-RDE 

Framework CY 
2017-2022; (7) 
Administrative 
and Financial 
M a n a g e m e n t 
Status  of 
U t i l i z a t i o n 
CY 2015 and 
A p p r o v e d 
Budget for 
CY 2016; (8) 
I n d i v i d u a l 
Deve lopmen t 
Plan; (9)  Status 
and Updates on 
the Revision of 
DAO 96-27 and 
Organizational 
Structure; (10) 
Internal Policies 
on the Reports 

and Deliverables; (11) Gender and Development 
Program and; (12) Director’s Hour. 

This activity was participated-in by the six Research 
Centers Directors together with their planning and 
technical staff, ERDB Director, Dr. Henry A. Adornado, 
OIC-Asst. Director, Dr. Antonio M. Daño and his 
Executive Committee and senior technical staff, guest 
from DENR PENRO Cavite.  Aurora S. Jose, PMISU. 

The participants of the ERDB’s 4th Management 
Conference held on Dec. 14-17 at the View Park 

Hotel, Tagaytay City.

The participants of the ERDB’s 4th Management Conference held on Dec. 14-17 
at the View Park Hotel, Tagaytay City.
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In an effort to ensure smooth connection and facilitate 
a dynamic Environment and Natural Resources 

(ENR) Research, Development, and Extension (RDE) 
functions of the newly established DENR Negros Island 
Region (NIR), Dr. Alicia L. Lustica, OIC Center Head 
of the Biodiversity, Coastal, Wetlands, and Ecotourism 
Research Center (BCWERC) paid a courtesy visit to 
DENR NIR office  last January 15, 2016.  NIR is the 
18th region in the Visayas Island composed of the 
provinces of Negros Occidental and Negros Oriental, 
which includes the highly urbanized City of Bacolod.  
NIR RDE functions will now be directly under the 
BCWERC, which comprises Regions, 6, 7, and 8, 
respectively.  

Dr. Lustica met with the newly installed Regional Director 
of DENR NIR, Al O. Orolfo to discuss the potential 
RDE respective structure, functions, and logistics for 
the full implementation of the newly established region.  
Discussion focused on how BCWERC will be providing 
technical assistance on the RDE needs of NIR, known 
as the pioneering region in terms of “One Island – One 
Diversity.”

For the meantime, both officials have agreed upon 
that the OIC, Station Head from Region 6 will be the 
one to oversee the RDE projects and activities of NIR.  
RD Orolfo suggested that BCWERC should extend 
technical assistance in the conduct of RDE projects 
such as the GIS and Vulnerability Assessment to 
Small Islands with Ecotourism Potentials, Biodiversity 
Profiling and Carrying Capacity Determination of 
Priority Nature-Based Ecotourism Areas, and the 
Payment of Environmental Services (PES)/Valuation 

Dr. Alicia L. Lustica, OIC Center Head of the BCWERC pays a 
courtesy visit to the newly installed Regional   Director of NIR, RD 
Al O. Orolfo.

BCWERC head pays 
courtesy visit to DENR 
Negros Island Region 
Regional Director

ERDB’s project on “Estimation of Carbon 
Sequestration Rates and Carbon Density of 

Forest Plantation Species in Mindanao won in the 
“Best Poster” contest  during the 12th Symposium 
and General Assembly  of  the Forests and Natural 
Resources Research Society of the Philippines, 
Incorporated (FORESPI). Forester Manolito U. Sy 
and Mr. Nelson Levi M. Lantican who authored the 
study received P2,000 as cash prize. The awarding 
ceremony was held on December 16, 2015 at the 
Nicholas P. Lansigan Auditorium, College of Forestry 
and Natural Resources, University of the Philippines, 
Los Baños, Laguna.

During the symposium, nine (9) papers from the 
different research agencies were presented while for 
the poster presentation, five (5) presenters confirmed 
their participation.

The organizers awarded certificates of appreciation 
for both oral and poster presentations.The other 
three entries were the “Processing Characteristics of 
Umbrella Tree” from FPRDI, “Traditional Indigenous 
Forest Resources Use Practices of Selected Upland 
Communities in the Philippines” also from ERDB and 
“Benchmarking the Changing Forest Landscape of the 
Cordillera: Bamboo Resource Survey” from WWRRC 
Baguio City.

The judges for the poster contest were Dr. Nelly S. 
Aggangan (Biotech), Dr. Ramon A. Razal (UPLB-
CFNR) and Ms Emerita R. Barile (FPRDI). Levi M. 
Lantican, FERD

For. Manolito U. Sy (center), retired ERDB Supervising Science 
Research Specialist receives the plaque of appreciation from ERDB 
Asst. Director Antonio M. Daño.  Also in photo is Dr. Ramon Razal, 
former dean of the UP College of Forestry and Natural Resources 
(CFNR).

Estimation of Carbon 
Sequestration project 
wins in FORESPI Poster 
Contest

next page
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Studies in North Negros Natural Park and Don Salvador 
Benedicto. He also expects BCWERC to work closely 
with NIR in the documentation of the Bago River 
(Wetland) activities for consideration in the RAMSAR 
and projects leading to the rehabilitation and restoration 
of the Bago River Watershed, haven to some species, 
considered vulnerable under the International Union 
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).  Discussion also 
highlighted the possibility of requesting/allotting an area 
for demonstration of ENR technologies in the region.  

DENR NIR and BCWERC officials are keen to closely 
work together to establish a collaborative and strong 
network for knowledge information and exchange on 
research, development, and extension.  Both officials 
are hopeful for the realization of the mission and 
vision of the newly created region. Ann F. Jumawan, 
BCWERC

BCWERC head pays... from page 5

The Forest Ecosystem Research Division (FERD) 
of the Ecosystems Research and Development 

Bureau (ERDB) conducted the 2015 Year-End 
Assessment of its R & D Program on Forest Ecosystems 
Resiliency and Sustainability last January 8, 2016 at 
the ERDB Auditorium.

Looking back and looking forward — For. Florita 
E. Siapno, OIC-Division Chief, led the activity by 
presenting the overview of the program as well as 
the 2017-2022 road map of the Division. Then, study 
leaders and staff presented the highlights of CY 2015 
accomplishments and CY 2016 targets. An open forum 
followed to help identify and address major issues and 
concerns of the studies.

The Division currently implements 15 studies under 
5 projects namely Forest Vulnerability and Risks 
Assessment; Genetic Improvement of Forest Tree 
Species for Quality Wood Production; Rehabilitation 
and Restoration of Degraded Areas; Forest Ecosystems 
Services and Resources Valuation; and Bamboo 
for Green Environment and Green Economy of the 
Philippines.

FERD researchers and personnel prepare 
for CY 2016 and beyond

The participants of the FERD Year-End Assessment of RDE Program with ERDB OIC-
Assistant Director Antonio M. Daño and AFMD Chief Angelito B. Exconde (Center). 
Photo by Gino Laforteza, TTD

FERD OIC-Chief Florita S. Siapno delivers the roadmap of 
the division for 2017 until 2022.

Having the biggest program in ERDB, proper planning 
and preparation is really essential for the smooth 
implementation of all projects and development of 
significant technologies and policy recommendations.

A total of 40 FERD personnel (project/study leaders 
and staff and 10 researchers (study leaders) from other 
divisions participated in the activity. Dr. Antonio M. 
Daño (ERDB OIC-Assistant Director) and Mr. Angelito 
B. Exconde (Administrative Finance and Management 
Division Chief) also took part in the one-day activity. 
They provided program insights and updates and 
assured administrative support from the management. 
Donnabel A. Elpedes & Janine Kaysee R. Soriano 
(FERD)
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The Land Management, Agroforestry and Upland 
Farming Technology Research Center(LAUFTeRC) 

held its first-ever Year End Assessment and Forward 
Planning Workshop last December 9-13, 2015. 
Simultaneously, it also held a Human Resource 
Intervention for Rank-and-file Personnel from 
December 9-12.

The Forward Planning Workshop was first undertaken 
on December 10, with the following agenda: refinement 
of Project/Program Operational Plans (POP) for the 
coming year; presentation of the Work and Financial 
Plans of each Research Station; the designation of 
study leaders and co-workers; DPCR workshop for the 
periods July-December 2015 and January-June 2016; 
drafting of initial IPCRs for the periods July-December 
2015 and January-June 2016, and refinement of the 
LAUFTeRC organizational structure.

On December 12, the presentations of 2015 
accomplishments for Research, Development and 
Extension (RDE), Technology Transfer and the 
National Greening Program (NGP) were conducted, 
with ERDB Director Henry Adornado, Dr. Carmelita 

Participants of the LAUFTeRC Year-End Assessment and HR Intervention for Rank-and-file Personnel, with ERDB Director 
Henry Adornado (center) at LAUFTeRC Head Office, Legazpi City.

LAUFTeRC holds Year-End Assessment & Forward 
Planning Workshop and HR Intervention 

for Rank-and-file Personnel

Villamor and Mr. Juan Ebora in attendance. For 2015, 
one of five RDE projects has been completed, with the 
other four still ongoing. NGP seedling production, on 
the other hand, exceeded the target by 65%. Finally, 
the LAUFTeRC Financial Report for 2015 was also 
presented.

Meanwhile, LAUFTeRC rank-and-file personnel 
attended the Human Resource Intervention program 
held on December 10. Two lecture sessions were held, 
the first being on the subjects of Republic Act 6713 
(Code of Conduct and Ethical Standards for Public 
Officials and Employees) and Republic Act 9485 (Anti-
Red Tape Act), presented by Atty. Ma. Riza Lea B. 
Gigantone of the Civil Service Commission  (CSC)-
Region 5. The second session was a Learning Styles 
Inventory with Group Dynamics, conducted by Ms. 
Giselle M. Rocha of Aquinas University of Legazpi. 
The intervention program was designed to strengthen 
LAUFTeRC personnel’s commitment to public service 
and to survey their individual learning styles and 
personalities as reference for future assignments and 
promotion. Emerson B. Ranara, LAUFTeRC - R5
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The approximately 2-hectare mangrove area infested 
by the larva of ‘tide watching mangrove moth’ 

was monitored by the team of Biodiversity, Coastal, 
Wetlands and Ecotourism Research Center–Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources Region VI 
(BCWERC-DENR 6) last January 22, 2016.  The worms 
of ‘tide watching mangrove moth’, Aucha velans were 
found responsible for the drying out and turning brown 
of mangrove trees that was detected and assessed on 
November 12, 2015.  The area was later verified to be part 
of Brgy. Ingore, La Paz, Iloilo City.  

After almost two months, the mangroves particularly 
the Avicennia species were observed by the BCWERC 
team to have recovered from the damages brought by 
the infestation. The Mangrove trees were green and lush 
again.  Some of them were still recovering especially those 
in the inner part of the mangrove area.  No interventions 
were applied, they survived on their own.  

According to Neil G. Gigare, Science Research Specialist 
of BCWERC Region 6, the mangroves survived because 
the pests are leaf feeders and considered as defoliators.  
They cause damage to the host plants during their larval 
stage.  The moth in its the adult stage can no longer cause 
damage.  Mr. Gigare added that some of the ‘tide watching 

Mangroves survive the attack of 
Tide Watching Mangrove Moth

The area infested by the larvae of tide watching mangrove moth last November 12, 2015. 

mangrove moths’ especially the males died after maturing, 
eaten by predators, blown away by the wind and some 
hibernated.  Others may infest other plants but with lesser 
damage because they are already few. 

Severe infestation will happen again when the time and 
condition of the environment favor them while they are 
present on the host plant.  It is during the dry season that 
environmental condition is most favorable for them creating 
greater possibility to the outbreak of pest infestation.  

On the other hand, according to Mr. Gigare, severe 
infestations through defoliation have some positive result 
to the affected mangrove area.  Sunlight penetration will 
increase which will favor the growth of some species of 
plants and microorganisms in the mangrove area.  It will 
also provide nutrients in the mangrove floor in the form 
of worm casting and dead insect pest. The presence of 
the insect pest in the mangroves could be enjoyed by 
some predators in the area.  The Avicennia may have 
appeared dead but their leaves sprouted again, they grew 
and recovered after the infestation.  The cooperation of 
the people in Lapaz for not cutting the infested mangroves 
also helped a lot in the survival of the mangroves.  The 
best way to assist in the recovery is to protect and refrain 
from cutting the mangroves when similar pest occurrence 
happens again. Lynly Florence B. Palma, BCWERC

The area that has recovered from the infestation of tide watching mangrove moth taken last January 22, 2016
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Mining and Degraded Areas Rehabilitation 
Research Center (MDARRC) conducted a one-

day Regional Technology Forum on ENR Technologies 
on December 8, 2015 at JC Leisure and Business 
Place, Lanao, Kidapawan City. The forum aimed to 
disseminate and promote ENR technologies regarding 
the mining and degraded areas rehabilitation generated 
by the research sector. 

Forty-six participants from different local government 
units in Cotabato Province and South Cotabato, other 
government line agencies and academe attended the 
said forum. MDARRC Center Head Dr. Bighani M. 
Manipula welcomed the participants and assured them 
to provide science-based information and technologies 
to rehabilitate mined-out and degraded areas through 
the forum. 

ERDB OIC-Assistant Director Antonio M. Daño 
presented the different rehabilitation technologies 
for degraded areas. He also discussed the status of 
land degradation in the Philippines, rehabilitation 
schemes and its general measures. In his lecture, he 
reiterated that, “Greater efforts are needed to ensure 
that degradation is prevented and that further loss of 
vegetation is only undertaken where subsequent land 
use is likely to be sustainable.”

MDARRC holds regional technology forum

The agency with experience on rehabilitation of 
degraded upland areas such as the Mindanao Baptist 
Rural Life Center (MBRLC) Foundation, Inc. was also 
invited to share their stories. MBRLC Director Roy 
C. Alimoane shared their humble beginning and its 
developed technologies like Sloping Agricultural Land 
Technology. He encouraged the participants, especially 
those who have farms to use this technology.
 
In the open forum, Mr. Willie Jones B. Saliling, an 
assistant professor from the University of Southern 
Mindanao (USM) commended the MDARRC for 
its effort in developing appropriate technologies to 
rehabilitate mined-out and degraded areas through its 
projects and studies. He said that the USM is open for 
a collaboration project with MDARRC.
 
Ms. Vilma Flauta- Nitura, the Head of MDARRC XII 
Research Station in Amas, Kidapawan City, gave 
the closing remarks. She thanked the participants 
for responding to their invitation. She expressed her 
hope that these participants would be the MDARRC’s 
partners in environmental protection and management. 
Ms. Nitura also invited the participants to visit their clonal 
nursery. The participants from USM showed interest to 
conduct an educational tour with their students after 
they visited the clonal nursery.  Jethrone M. Setenta, 
MDARRC

ERDB OIC- Asst. Director Antonio A. Daño (4th from right, second row), MDARRC Center Head 
Bighani M. Manipula (5th from right, second row), guests, participants and MDARRC Region XII 
Research Station staff during the Regional Technology Forum. Photo by: Nikkie Jane F. Nitura

The Ecosystems Research and Development 
Bureau (ERDB) Team headed by the Urban 

Ecosystems Research Division (UERD) Chief, Dr. 
Simplicia A. Pasicolan had successfully conducted 
two separate (2) events of Information Education and 
Communication (IEC) regarding the conservation 
of peatland in Lalaguna Marsh in Lopez, Quezon 
and Agusan Marsh in Talacogon, Agusan del Sur 
on October 28 and December 3, 2015 respectively. 
Various offices both from the public and private sectors 

ERDB team conducts IECs 
on peatland conservation 
in Lopez, Quezon and 
Talacogon, Agusan del 
Sur
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in the said areas were represented to participate in 
these activities.
 
In Lopez, the program was officially started by For. 
Joselito Barros of the City Environment and Natural 
Resources Office (CENRO) who welcomed the guest 
speakers and participants, as well as the ERDB Team.  
Afterwards, a brief introduction regarding the importance 
of supporting the peatland conservation efforts was 
given by the Tourism Officer and Deputy Administrator 
of Technological University of the Philippines, Mr. 
Jever Ladines. According to Mr. Ladines, protecting the 
Lalaguna Marsh is globally significant as it is one of the 
followed routes of the protected migratory waterbirds. 

On the other hand, the IEC activity conducted in 
Talacogon began with the Vice Mayor Rodolfo Bosque 
greeting the guests, attendees, and organizers. Then, 
the Development Management Officer (DMO) IV of 
the Community Environment and Natural Resources 
Office (CENRO) Mr. Luis Gonzaga provided a short 
message focusing on the protection of Agusan Marsh as 
a preventive measure from various threats such as the 
submergence of their town in the occurrence of strong 
typhoons.

In both activities, Dr. Pasicolan started levelling 
off the understanding of the participants about the 
peatland ecosystem by characterizing it. The unique 
characteristics of peatlands are crucial determinants   
on    validating its prospects.    Further, she challenged 

the participants to have a collective conservation effort 
within their community as peatlands have high value in 
terms of biodiversity, aesthetics and economics.

The Municipal Disaster Risk Reduction Officer 
(MDRRO) Michael Sabacajan in Talacogon stirred 
the concern of the participants by showing images 
and videos of man-made peatland fires which he 
documented from 2013 to 2015. Moreover, he tackled 
about the Municipal Order No 203-2014 they created 
where he focused mainly on Section 7 detailing the 
prohibited acts, including the setting of a peatland fire, 
which could drastically affect the Agusan Marsh
 
In both events, the concluding presentations served as 
reports of the current statuses of the Lalaguna Marsh 
and the Agusan Marsh vis-a-vis peatland conservation. 
These were separately discussed by the CENRO 
Calauag Ecosystems Management Specialist II For. Niňa 
Veloso and Talacogon Park Superintendent Emmilie 
Ibonia. Both talked about the threats to the marshes in 
their respective areas and the corresponding actions 
that the local government is doing in addressing such.

Awarding of certificates and tokens were distributed to 
the speakers and the participants as part of the team’s 
appreciation of their presence in the IEC activities. The 
program ended with the closing remarks given by Dr. 
Pasicolan in which she challenged the participants to 
be actively involved in protecting the peatlands and 
in re-echoing the information about the importance of 
peatland. Jewel Labita, Girlie Rueda, and Jamella 
de Castro, UERD

Participants and Organizers of the IEC on Peatland Conservation in Lopez Quezon (owned by: GHR)

ERDB team conducts... from page 9

Conference Hall in Tacloban City. The said activity was 
in coordination with the Department of Tourism (DOT) 
in the region, the Visayas Response Team (VRT), and 
Barangay LGU 83 Paraiso in San Jose, Tacloban City.  
Said orientation was for the benefit of visiting students 
of Kansei Gakuin University, Osaka, Japan and the IC-
NET Limited Program.  

Forester Germano discussed the salient facts of the 
mangroves ecosystems, its importance, and role in 
protecting coastal communities from natural disasters 

and other calamities. She also provided an overview of 
the Mangrove and Beach Forest Development Project 
(MBFDP) implementation under the National Greening 
Program in Eastern Visayas.  Supervising Tourism 
Operations Officer Trina Dacuycuy of DOT also 
presented the Eastern Visayas Tourism Situationer 
while Forester Josephine Agustin of DENR Region 
8 briefed visiting students on the National Greening 
Program implementation in the region.

During the open forum, Forester Germano revealed 
that Rhizophora species commonly called Bakauans 

next page
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The team of CENRO Rene G. Abordo of the 
Community Environment and Natural Resources 

Office in Kabankalan, Negros Island Region assessed 
the 10-hectare NGP site  of mangrove plantation where 
approximately 200 sq. m. was infested by  Poecilips 
fallax Eggers last  February 1, 2016 in  Barauga I 
Poblacion, Hinoba-an, Negros Island Region.  The 
team was composed of CENRO Rene G. Abordo, 
For. Ascension 
S a n t o c i l d e s , 
FEO Ricky 
L a d e m o r a , 
FEO George 
T o l e n t i n o , 
Marine Biologist 
David Dehaan, 
MENRO Joseph 
B e n e d i c t 
Velasco, Forest 
Ranger Antonio 
Caspillo and 
Jessie Talaban.  

The infestation 
was discovered 
on January 20, 
2016 which 
caused the 
mortality of 
the saplings of 
Bakauan lalaki 
and babae or 
R h i z o p h o r a 
apiculata and 
R h i z o p h o r a 
mucronata.  It 
was observed 
that the stem 
of the one year 
old propagules 
of the said species was the most affected part and its 
leaves totally fell off.  Tunnels were discovered inside 
the stems created by a tiny beetle pest called Poecilips 
fallax Eggers.  

According to Neil G. Gigare, Science Research Specialist 
of BCWERC Region 6, this type of insect belongs to 
Phylum Coleoptera, Scolytidae or beetles.  Its life cycle 

(Left photo): The team of CENRO Rene G. Abordo of Kabankalan, Negros Island 
Region gathering samples of Poecilips Fallax Eggers in the NGP mangrove 
plantation site in Barauga I Poblacion, Hinoba-an, Negros Island Region. (Right 
top photo): decaying parts of infested propagules of Bakauan lalaki and babae or 
Rhizophora apiculata and Rhizophora mucronata. (Right bottom photo): Poecilips 
fallax Eggers extracted from the infested propagules.

Beetle “Poecilips fallax Eggers” infests Bakauan 
plantation in Hinoba-an, Negros Island Region

is between 39 to 53 days.  The adult is dark brown in 
color and measures about 3 mm in size.  They bore in 
through the bottom of the seedlings and emerge through 
small holes that are visible from the outside.  The beetles 
lay eggs as they travel through the propagule and later 
on hatch into larvae.  This usually leads to withering off 
of the propagules as beetles hollow out the inside.  He 
added that the occurrence has two possible causes.  It 

was either this 
specific area 
in Hinoba-an 
or the planting 
materials were 
infested.  

Mr. Gigare 
s u g g e s t e d 
the checking 
of the source 
of planting 
m a t e r i a l s 
because of the 
probability of 
infestation in 
the area where 
the planting 
m a t e r i a l s 
were taken.  
He affirmed 
that there is 
no chance of 
survival for 
the infested 
B a k a u a n 
s p e c i e s .  
“The beetles 
have several 
reproductions 
in a year 
and different 

developmental stages can take place.  These pests 
will not stop until they have eaten everything in the 
plantation.”, he said.   Thus, he confirmed that, the 
Poecilips fallax Eggers stays inside the propagules and 
could not be treated even by pesticides.  He suggested 
that the infested propagules must be pulled out and 
buried in the mud in order to eliminate the pests.  Lynly 
Florence B. Palma-BCWERC

significantly have helped sustained the damage 
caused by the Yolanda storm surges.  Participants 
particularly inquired on specific mangrove species 
suitable for planting in Brgy. 83 Paraiso San Jose, 
the site of the rehabilitation project of the VRT led by 
Chisaki Sato.  Forester Germano explained further 
that selection of suitable species depends upon the 

zone where the mangrove species should be planted, 
whether landward, middleward, or seaward.  She also 
suggested ‘species-site matching’ as another method 
to be considered as well as determining the presence 
of barnacles, which has to be avoided if present in the 
area.  She concluded that a reconnaissance survey 
should therefore be conducted to determine the 
zonation patterns, exposure, and the suitable species 
for planting. 
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The Biodiversity, Coastal, Wetlands and Ecotourism 
Research Center (BCWERC) became the first of 

the six (6) research centers to benefit in the series 
of capacity building initiatives conducted by the 
Ecosystems Research and Development Bureau - 
Gender and Development Focal Point System (ERDB-
GADFPS). The 2-day event dubbed “Gender Sensitivity 
and Gender Responsive Training for Research Centers 
and Workshop on the Application of Harmonized 
Gender and Development Guidelines (HGDG) in 
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) Research 
Programs and Projects,” was held at the Conference 
Room of DENR Region 7, Cebu City last February 
10-11, 2016.  ERDB-GADFPS officers Ms. Rowena 
Payuan, Ms. Salvacion Orobia, and Ms. Gliceria de 
Guzman served as resource persons in the said event. 

In lieu of BCWERC Center Head Dr. Alicia L. Lustica, 
Supervising Science Research Specialist Reynaldo L. 
Lanuza, in his capacity as OIC of the Office, expressed 
high hopes in GAD as a significant dimension in the design 
and implementation of RDE projects. He encouraged 
participants to take advantage of the learning event 

BCWERC researchers and staff participate in the “Gender Sensitivity and 
Gender Responsive Training for Research Centers and Workshop on the 
Application of Harmonized Gender and Development Guidelines (HGDG) in 
ENR Research Programs and Projects” in Region 7, Cebu City.

BCWERC participates in the ERDB-GAD Focal Point
series of GAD capability building activities

to improve research and technology 
transfer activities of BCWERC.  

Republic Act No. 9710 or the 
Magna Carta for Women and DENR 
Administrative Order No. 7 of 1995 
formed the basis on the Guidelines for 
the Implementation of GAD Activities 
in the DENR.  Hence, the said training 
aimed to ensure that all ERDB 
personnel are gender sensitive and 
responsive in their line of work, either 
in planning, programming, budgeting, 
implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation, or even in their personal 
lives. 

The training involved lectures and open forum on GAD 
Advocacy Principles, Global and Philippine Situationers, 
GAD Legal Basis, and Gender Responsive Planning 
and Mainstreaming.  The event also highlighted an 
introduction and workshop on the application of the 
HGDG tool in ENR research programs and projects. 
Participants assessed selected proposals and on-going 
RDE and technology transfer projects and activities 
using guide questions and scoring system provided by 
the tool. After evaluation, RDE proposals and projects 
were categorized accordingly whether projects are 
GAD invisible, GAD promising, gender sensitive or 
gender-responsive. The activity culminated with the 
presentation and discussion of the final workshop 
outputs. 

The 24 participants comprised of researchers and 
support staff from the BCWERC Region 7 and research 
stations in Iloilo and Tacloban City are expected to echo 
their learnings to fellow colleagues upon their return 
to their respective stations to continue the bureau’s 
gender advocacy and mainstreaming efforts.   Leticia 
A. Corregidor-BCWERC

Forester Emma M. Germano, station head of the 
BCWERC- Babatngon, Leyte was the resource 

person during the orientation on ‘Eco-tourism and 
Mangrove Plantation Program in Eastern Visayas’ 
last February 2, 2016 held at the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), Region 8 

Forester Emma M. Germano, Babatngon, Leyte station head 
of the Biodiversity, Coastal, Wetlands, and Ecotourism 
Research Center (BCWERC) orients the Japanese students 
on ‘Eco-tourism and Mangrove Plantation Program in 
Eastern Visayas’ last February 2, 2016 at the Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), Region 8 
Conference Hall in Tacloban City.

BCWERC Region 8 station 
head orients Japanese 
students on
mangrove ecosystems 
and MBFDP

page 10
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For the left Ms. Glericita Racho, PENRO Bohol MBFDP 
Coordinator, Dr. Alicia L. Lustica, ERDB-BCWERC Center 
head; Mr. Federico Carreon, Division Chief for Technical 
Services of PENRO Cebu; For. Emma E. Melana, Region 7 
MBFDP Regional Coordinator,Dr. Henry A Adornado, ERDB 
Director,Dr. Antonio Daño, ERDB Asst. Director, Ms. Corazon 
Macabenta, PENRO Southern Leyte MBFDP Coordinator, Ms. 
Lyndisa C. Quiachon, MBFDP M&E BCWERC 7 Coordinator, 
Ms. Emma Germano, MBFDP M&E BCWERC 8 Coordinator.

Ecosystems Research and 
Development Bureau 

(ERDB) Director, Dr. Henry A. 
Adornado attended the ‘Visayas 
Cluster Regional Strategic 
Planning Workshop for CY 2016 
Implementation of the National 
Greening and Forest Protection 
Program’ held last  January 20-
23, 2016 at the Cebu Grand Hotel, 
Escario St., Cebu City.  The 3-day 
activity participated in by officials 
of the Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources (DENR) 
and the National Greening 
Program (NGP) focal persons 
and coordinators discussed the 
NGP implementation for CY 2016, 
implications of the budget cut and 
measures to accomplish the NGP 
target, and the Mangrove and 
Beach Forest Development Project 
(MBFDP).  

Director Adornado reported on 

ERDB Director, Dr. Henry 
A. Adornado reports on 
the 2015 Accomplishments 
of the National Greening 
Program (NGP) during 
the “Visayas Cluster 
Regional Strategic Planning 
Workshop for CY 2016 
Implementation of the 
National Greening and 
Forest Protection Program” 
held last January 20-23, 
2016 at the Cebu Grand 
Hotel, Escario St., Cebu City.

Director Henry A. 
Adornado presents ERDB 
NGP PQPM 
and MBFDP 
Accomplishment Report 
for 2015

2015 Accomplishments of the NGP implementation, 
particularly on the activity ‘Production of Quality 
Planting Materials’ (PQPM) on seed collection, 
plantation development, and the seedling produced by 
the Biodiversity, Coastal, Wetlands, and Ecotourism 
Research Center (BCWERC) and its counterpart, the 
State, Universities, and Colleges (SUCs) in the Visayas 
regions.

DENR Secretary Ramon JP Paje earlier commended 
ERDB for achieving its target of 50,000 hectares and 

125 million seedlings despite having 
only had a little over one year to 
implement the project. Secretary Paje 
entrusted ERDB to rehabilitate the   
50,417 hectares of coastal areas in the 
43 Yolanda-hit provinces covered by 
the MBFDP.

After a series of lectures and 
presentations, group workshops and 
consultations were likewise organized 
to explore ways in which DENR-
NGP officials and coordinators could 
jointly improve their performance 
and quality of work by reflecting back 
on their activities, experiences, and 
lessons learned in order to provide 
recommendations for the improvement 
of NGP implementation in general.  
Strategic workshops and presentations 
included discussion of concepts, 
processes, strategies, action planning, 
and formulation of the 2016 work and 
financial plan. This preliminary event 
by the DENR-NGP is the second of the 
three (3) batches of planning workshops 

that were organized in this quarter. Ann F. Jumawan, 
BCWERC

the Status of MBFDP Implementation in the Visayas 
Region.  Highlights of his report also include the 

The Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR) Region 7 was adjudged as 

1st place winner during the Regional Presentations of 
Post-project Assessment Report of the Mangrove and 
Beach Forest Development Project (MBFDP) held at 
the Waterfront Manila Pavilion Hotel, Ermita, Manila 
last February 4-5, 2016.

Ecosystems Research and Development Bureau 
(ERDB) as the national coordinator of MBFDP, 
organized the event participated in by some senior 

DENR Region 7 wins 
1st place in the MFDP 
Regional Presentations of 
Post-project Assessment 
Report 
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officials of DENR Central Office, DENR Regional 
Directors as presenters, Research Center Heads, 
MBFDP Coordinators, Provincial Environment and 
Natural Resources Officers (PENROs), and the 
Community Environment and Natural Resources 
Officers (CENROs). Ms. Emma E. Melana, MBFDP 
Region 7 Coordinator presented the report in lieu 
of DENR 7 Regional Director Isabelo  R. Montejo.  
Included in the report presentation is Region 7’s 
contribution of about 10% of the MBFDP national target 
of 50,000 hectares.  DENR 7 has planted 4,947.41 ha 
out of its 4,728 ha target or a 105% accomplishment. 

The Post-project Assessment Presentation was an 
event aimed to provide venue to discuss CY 2015 
MBFDP’s implementation outcomes by region. Eleven 
(11) implementing regions joined and presented their 
Post-project reports namely: Regions 4A, 4B, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and the newly created Region 18 or 
the Negros Island Region (NIR). 

The presentations focused on MBFDP Implementation 
(Accomplishments in terms of seedling production, 
area planted, social mobilization strategies, jobs 
generated and number of men and women benefited by 
the project, issues and problems addressed, lessons 
learned, innovations and technology generated, and 
the project sustainability mechanism).

A poster presentation competition on MBFDP 
implementation by province was also jointly held. 
The said activity requires participating PENROs to 
showcase and highlight their accomplishments in 
a creative way through posters. Bohol province of 
Region 7 made it also to the 3rd place out of 36 entries 
in the poster presentation category. 

MBFDP is one of the projects under the Reconstruction 
and Rehabilitation Program of areas affected by Super 
Typhoon Yolanda and other disasters in 2013, such as 
the magnitude 7.2 earthquake in Bohol, Zamboanga 
siege, etc. It is lodged at ERDB to have science-based 
implementation strategies to ensure the attainment 
of objectives and success. Neil Kristianne Digal - 
BCWERC 7

DENR Region 7 wins... from page 13

For the first time in ERDB, senior citizen employees 
gathered to discuss their programs and activities 

at ERDB Conference Room on February 12. Ms. Ve-
ronica O. Sinohin, Technology Transfer Division Chief 
presided the meeting.

“It is good that we are gathered by the Bureau, for us to 
be aware of our rights and benefits as senior citizens,” 
said Ms. Sinohin. The highlight of the meeting was the 
celebration of the grandparents’ week on March 11-18 

ERDB senior citizens plan for 2016

in pursuant to Proclamation No. 757 series of 1996. 
The proclamation states that each year, a special week 
should be devoted to the senior citizens to honor and 
recognize their importance in the society.     

Other activities that were tackled were the promotion of 
health and nutrition, sports and other activities that will 
enhance social interactions and continuous education 
for the elderlies. Ann Valerie V. Gillado, TTD 

Senior citizen employees of ERDB led by TTD Chief, Ms. Veronica O. Sinohin (4th from left). 
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BCWERC joins the 
Open Water SCUBA Diving Course

Three (3) staff from the Biodiversity, Coastal, 
Wetlands, and Ecotourism Research Center 

(BCWERC) participated in the 
training, ‘Open Water SCUBA 
Diving Course’ held at the SCUBA 
Diving Institute-Subiza Resort, 
Olongapo City, Zambales last 
February 15-21, 2016.

 The training which was 
organized by the Ecosystems 
Research and Development 
Bureau (ERDB), primarily aims 
to capacitate technical personnel 
for the underwater survey of 
marine ecosystems in line with the 
Coastal Zone and Freshwater Ecosystems Research 
Division’s (CZFERD) implementation of the Climate 
Change Vulnerability Assessment of Coastal and 
Marine Areas Study. 

 Mr. Jose Isidro Michael T. Padin, of the Marine 
Research and Development Section of CZFERD 
headed the team comprising of BCWERC staff, 
Jon Alfonso P. Hordivalla, Gerardo J. Saludo, II and 
Celeste V. Rallos together with three (3) CZFERD 
personnel, Mariche B. Bandibas, Annieraj G. Antong, 
and John Benrich M. Zuñiga.  Said participants had 
the opportunity to learn the fundamentals of scuba 
diving, including dive equipment and techniques, 
essential elements, application/in-water practice, the 
rules of safe diving, and the concepts behind those 
rules.

 Participants successfully passed the Open 
Water Diver Course and acquired a license from the 
SCUBA Diving International (SDI).They suggested, 
however, that further training and regular dive 
activities must be conducted for the advancement 
of their underwater depth limit.  According to them, 
regular diving is essential to acquire scientific data 
and allowing efficiency of observation, which in many 
cases is not available by any other means. Ann F. 
Jumawan, BCWERC

Photos show ing the participants during the orientation 
and their before and actual diving session.
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The meeting cum workshop on Program 
Expenditure Classification (PREXC) 

Organization Outcome 3: Adaptive Capacities 
of Human Communities and Natural System 
Improved hosted by the Ecosystems Research 
and Development Bureau (ERDB) was held 
at Training Center, Biodiversity Management 
Bureau (BMB), Quezon City on February 3, 
2016.  The activity aimed to identify the activities 
and indicators under the Program Expenditure 
Classification (PREXC) Organization Outcome 3: 
Adaptive Capacities of Human Communities and 
Natural System Improved.

The ERDB team was composed of Assistant 
Director Antonio M. Daño, Dr. Aurora S. Jose, 
Mr. Juan B. Ebora, Ms. Mylene O. Aparente, Ms 
Marie Abbie Gail L. Dela Cueva and Mr. Jonathan 
Alexander Galang who attended the said activity. 
The agencies who participated-in were the DENR 
bureaus and its attached agencies (RBCO, 
FASPO, LLDA, WB, PPD, NASMRIA, FMB, EMB, 
LMB), Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) and 
focal persons on the concerned projects: PHIL-
WAVES, B+WISER and PROFOR.  There were 
more than 60 participants in the said activity.

Assistant Secretary Michel D. Go presided over 
the meeting and the workshop wherein she gave 
an overview and background on the PREXC. 
During the meeting, three projects (PHIL-WAVES, 
B+WISER and Program on Forestry (PROFOR) 
with their consultants presented the nature of their 

projects on how the resources valuation methods 
are used.

After the presentation of the projects, an open 
forum took place where the participants brought 
up certain issues and concerns regarding project 
presented relative to the PREXC.  The points of 
agreement were set by ASEC Go wherein:  (1) 
For each sector would submit their respective 
performance targets and indicators on 04 February 
2016 to PPD-PPSO; (2) ERDB to come up with 
the list of activities for the next 3 years on natural 
resources valuation; (3) review the presentations 
and build up on what these projects had done 
and; (4) a follow-up meeting shall be conducted 
on February 4, 2016 to discuss and finalize FORM 
A (Program Description, Objectives, and Expected 
Outputs and Outcomes) for 003 to be submitted to 
DBM . Aurora S. Jose, PMISU

ERDB hosts 
meeting cum 
workshop on 
PREXC

Participants in the meeting cum 
workshop on PREXC held at BMB 
Training Center in Quezon City


